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From the Desk of the Editor
It is our pleasure to present the twentieth issue of our Journal 'Reason- A Technical Journal' for the year 2021. We
shall assure all our readers that our consistent efforts will be aimed at increasing the visibility, impact, editorial
cycle time, citations and the overall quality of this journal. We very much look forward to strengthen the
reputation of this publication, and we want to attract more high-quality submissions. It may also be noted
that all the published articles of 'Reason- A Technical Journal' are abstracted using i-Scholar, j-Gate
and Crossref, USA. Each article is being assigned a digital object identifier (DOI) in the format:
http://doi.org/10.21843/reas/2021/iv-iv/212368.
Meanwhile, all the published articles in this Journal and also its previous version as Reason - A Technical
Magazine are made freely available online in the website, www.i-scholar.in/index.php/RTJ. We are serious about
plagiarism, and from 2016 issue, all the articles are plagiarism checked using 'Tunritin' software with the facility of
'Crossref' powered by 'ithenticate'. A maximum of 20% similarity content is considered to select an article for
publication in this journal. Hope readers of this journal will take interest in going through the articles, and would
refer these articles in their research papers.
Meanwhile, contents of the journal volume would be circulated through social networking websites like
Facebook, Linkedin, etc. Authors can also freely upload the articles in their personal or institutional repository,
and also in ResaerchGate- one networking website among the researchers for wide dissemination of their
articles, and GoogleScholar, Academia, etc.
Special thanks and acknowledgements are due to the honorable reviewers for their great job to improve quality of
a paper manuscript through their valuable comments. The Principal, Kalyani Government Engineering College,
Kalyani, Dr. Sourabh Kumar Das, always extends support and encouragement to bring out this journal. Members
of Editorial Board have also given their advice whenever asked for. Authors of the articles of the present issue are
also thanked for selecting this journal for submitting their articles. Finally, we would also like to take this
opportunity to thank all the support staff in getting 'Reason- ATechnical Journal' published.
We should mention that there is no processing charge for publication of articles in Reason- A Technical Journal,
and authors will receive a hard copy of the Journal free of cost. We would like to encourage Researchers to
submit their original research works in all areas of Engineering and Technology, applied science and
management.
With these words, we conclude and promise that we will work hard in positioning 'Reason- A Technical Journal' as
a leading journal that is scientifically rigorous and academically relevant and useful to academicians and
Researchers. We welcome comments and suggestions that would advance the objectives of the Journal. Finally,
On behalf of 'Reason- A Technical Journal', we would like to wish all authors, the Editorial Board and readers a
wonderful and prosperous year ahead.
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